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Editorial
One couldn't help but almost pity Michael Brown, the
former head of FEMA, as he unsuccessfully tried to block
the harsh blows given by members of the House investiga-
tive panel.
The full extent of Brown's ineptness became painfully
clear not only as Hurricane Katrina victims suffered need-
lessly from lack of proper medical attention, food and wa-
ter, but also when he was allowed to defend himself to the
panel. He pathetically attempted to shift blame and hide his
blatant incompetence, which only worked to further anger
representatives.
Although President Bush initially said that Brown was
"doing a heck of a job," even he had to eventually criticize
the emergency response to Hurricane Katrina, as well as his
unqualified appointee.
Now, not more than a month after Brown resigned under
intense criticism for incompetence and lack of adequate
credentials, President Bush nominated another close friend
to fill a very important position.
Harriet Miers, Bush's lawyer and loyal friend, has recently
been nominated to fill the chief justice vacancy made by
Sandra Day O'Connor's resignation.
Although Bush's researchers were quick to point out that
a number of presidents have appointed close friends to im-
portant positions in the past, they seemed to have forgotten
the disastrous affect Brown - one of Bush's unqualified
appointees - had on the United States.
Miers has the track record ofa good lawyer, but it seems
as though the only qualifications she had to meet to be
nominated for the top judicial position in the United States
is she is a Republican, presumably anti-abortion, woman
who is friends with Bush.
It also helps that she has no bench experience so Democrats
can't comb through her judiciary history to find something
to object to.
While Bush should be commended for not nominating a
well-knownright wing conservative judge, causing the sen-
ate to filibuster, he still needs to .try again. Choosing, this
time, someone he is not so buddy-buddy with.
TheSpectator EditorialBoard consists ofKevin Curley, Canda
Harbaugh, Duong Truong and NicholasLollini. Signed commen-
taries REFLECT THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECESSARILY
those of The Spectator, Seattle University or its student body.
Katrina exposed an unseen class
Lauren Padgett
padgettl @seattleu. edu
They came out of the water.
Hundreds of poor, panicked and
starving people camped on a New
Orleans overpass for more than a
fortnight, begging on camera for
food and water. "We don't want no
trouble," one elderly man said to
a CNN media spokesperson. "Just
please tell us what to do, where to
go. We will follow."
Where were the rescue helicop-
ters on that bridge? Where were the
tents, water coolers and air-condi-
tioned vans that we as Americans
have come to expect in a natural
disaster?The answer lies in the red
tape. With thousands believed dead,
people are starting to point fingers
and question why the president was
so slow to respond.
Katrina has ripped off the thin
skin of this country and exposed
theracism and bitter elitism that lies
beneath the surface. It has shown
Americans the true weakness ofour
government officials and agencies.
According to Newsweek, on the
morning ofAug. 30, approximately
24 hours after Hurricane Katrina
made its rounds through New
Orleans, government aides to the
president were sweating bullets.
On camera Bush is a genial, smil-
ing Texan, but behind the scenes
he has been known to rip apart the
bearers ofbad news. The aides were
worried about Bush's reaction to
their request ofreturning a few days
early from a five-week vacation on
his ranch.
Lucky for them the president
understood. He said he already
planned to go back early, but sound-
ed cheerfully ignorant of how bad
off New Orleans really was. Appar-
ently George W. doesn't watch TV.
He has even admitted in interviews
that he avoids watching the news.
On Thursday of that week Coun-
selorBartlett, a personal adviser to
the president, delivered a DVD of
taped newscasts to the president that
had been blasted all over the news
for the past two days. Bush hadn't
seen any of them.
How the President of the United
States ofAmerica missed the worst
natural disaster this country has
ever seen is beyond comprehension
for most of us. Once the situation
was delicately explained to George
W., he placed the Department of
Homeland Security, and theFederal
Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) in charge ofdisasterrelief.
Across the country people were
wondering what they could do to
help, and FEMA stoically declared
that they could single-handedly
save the nation.
"I was asked to fill out a 38-page
application, and told they would re-
spond to me in six to eight weeks,"
said Dr. Darrell Owens of Seattle
University's nursing school. He had
offered his help in disaster relief.
"I was told by FEMA that no help
was needed."
"Mr. President," begged Sen.
Trent Lott, R-Miss, "The people of
Mississippi are flat on their backs.
They're going to need your help. I
urge you to come to Mississippi."
The faces on the television were
black. These extremelypoor people
lived in the slums under the inter-
state highway, undetected by most
Mardi Gras frequenters and tourists.
Living below thepoverty line, many
knew they had been asked to evacu-
ate, but didn't have the means to do
so, or stayed in their homes hoping
for the best.
Thirty-four percent of New Or-
leans'African-Americanpopulation
lives under the poverty line, com-
pared to 16 percent of Caucasians.
Making theirway onto the broken
interstate overpass with nothing
but the clothes on their backs, they
camped out for days, begging for
water. The elderly and disabled
went without medication or aide,
and young children were orphaned
or abandoned. The images were
like something from a third world
country, not from rich, illustrious
America.
After thefirst few days,the media
started to highlight reports of loot-
ing and anarchy in New Orleans.
In one case a white family was
described as "getting provisions"
when they took supplies from a local
grocery store. In a similar scenario,
a black man walked out ofa grocery
store with food and water, and was
described as "looting."
Accuracy seemed of little impor-
tance to the media. They described
rapes and murders as rampant
among the evacuees, which, in
follow-up reports, was completely
untrue. The way evacuees were
portrayed in the media, and the
way they were continually scruti-
nized for their meager attempts at
survival, is disgusting.
These people were not only left
to die in the sweltering Louisiana
heat with no food and water, but
now they are being viewed as
criminals.
The government dropped the ball,
and the residents of New Orleans
and the surrounding areas did what
they had to in order to survive.
You have to wonder what differ-
ences there would be if this storm
were to hit California's coastline.
Would the wealthy and affluent be
left stranded in the hot sun without
air-conditioning?
Of course not.
None of us wants to believe
that precautions could have been
taken against this disaster earlier,
but there has been documentation
for years that such an event was
possible.
New Orleans is largely a Demo-
cratic city, and African-Americans
tend to vote blue as well. Could
politics have played a role in gov-
ernment efficiency? What part does
racism have in the media's failure
to sympathize fully with the plight
of these people?
One largely under-reported inter-
view with former first lady Barbara
Bush highlights these suspicions.
While visiting the Houston Astro-
dome, she offered a disgustingly
elitist interview with the American
Public Media program, "Mar-
ketplace." In it, Barbara Bush is
quoted in saying, "What I'm hear-
ing, which is sort of scary, is they
all want to stay in Texas. Everyone
is so overwhelmedby the hospital-
ity. And so many of the people in
the arena here, you know, were
underprivileged anyway, so this is
working very well for them."
All that is left to do is hope and
pray for the victims of this devastat-
ing reality. Hopefully what we as
Americans will someday come to
realize is that we owe this disaster to
whomever we placed in charge.
New Orleans may not have voted
Bush into office, but a majority of
Americans did. It is time to evalu-
ate what we look for in leaders, and
make sure they have the interests of
every American in mind.
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Seattle long overdue for mass transit overhaul
William Crane
cranew@seattleu.edu
Closing the bus tunnel
in downtown Seattle for
two years is a small step
backward for a city that is
trying to make a huge leap
forward.
This closure is a necessary
and long overdue step toward
making Seattle into a mass-
transit friendly city. A city at
the forefront oftechnological
innovation, artistic creativity
and open-mindedness, it still
lags far behind most other
major cities in terms ofmass
transit.
Last week's closure of the
bus tunnel means that more
buses are on the streets and
that most of Third Avenue
in downtown Seattle will be
closed to car traffic during
peak hours.
The closure will actually
make traffic worse before
it gets better. More buses
will likely be late due to the
congestion downtown. Still,
these growing pains are a
small price to pay.
Seattle markets itselfas an
international city. As a sup-
posed cultural and economic
hub, a lack ofeffective mass
transit prevents Seattle from
becoming a first class city.
A sensible mass transit
plan that is fast and efficient
will make the light-rail and
bus system into something
that truly reaches everyone.
New residents and visitors
to our city are in a fog when
it comes to getting around
town. Cabs are expensive
and the bus system to the
uninitiated is a convoluted
system ofdifferent bus num-
bers, routes and fares. Not an
attractive way to welcome
people to Seattle.
For everyday bus riders,
the transit system is littlebet-
"Seattle is stuck
in a regressive
position, failing to
provide a service
that other cities
take for granted."
ter. While inexpensive, buses
in downtownSeattle are usu-
ally slow-moving and unable
to stick to the time schedule,
making them only an option
when necessary.
One of the unfortunate
side-effects of our fast mov-
ing culture is that mostpeople
are impatient with the time
needed to make an effective
and necessary change to our
infrastructure.
In the long run, two to four
years is a short time span
when attempting to change
the infrastructure of a major
metropolitan area to handle
light rail.
The only other option be-
sides dealing with the traffic
mess downtown would be
to not build mass transitand
leave Seattle is stuck in a
regressive position, failing to
provide a service that other
cities take for granted.
A look at our southern
neighbors in Portland shows
how far behind Seattle is in
providing a decent transit
system for its residents.
Let us all hope that Sound
Transit will be able to take
this chance of actually start-
ing on construction by doing
what the doomed Monorail
Project could never accom-
plish.
When the tunnel reopens
in 2007, it will be a step
toward accommodating both
buses and light rail, which
will greatly improve trans-
portation options for those
living, working or visiting
in Seattle.
I agree with the critics that
say Seattle should have built
a monorail, light rail or some
form of non-street based
mass transit years ago.
Since the city has not, the
time is now to catch up with
the rest of the country. This
transitional period will not
be without discomfort to
people who live and work
downtown.
Drivers will be forced onto
fewer streets downtown and
bus commuters will have
longer commute times, since
their buses now run on city
streets and are at the whim of
daily traffic conditions.
In order to make mass
transit a reliable and attrac-
tive option for all, it must be
efficient and faster than com-
muting with one's own car.
The light rail wouldbypass
city traffic and in its current
plan would shuttle commut-
ers from downtown Seattle
to the airport. Eventually,
Sound Transit sees the light
rail running from Northgate
through the University Dis-
trict and connecting with
the downtown line to the
airport.
Voters in Seattle have over-
whelmingly put their support
behind mass transit.
With the monorail getting
shorter and shorter with ev-
ery election, all bets rest on
Sound Transit for providing
Seattle and King County
residents with a mass transit
system that will be economi-
cally, ecologically and tech-
nologically sound.
lagattar@seattleu.edit
Seattle has been debat-
ing a monorail system for
years. Arguments continue to
be the same on both
sides, and despite the
fact that the issue
has been on the bal-
lot four times since
its inception. Mayor
GregNickels recently
made the decision to
do something mono-
rail opponents had
been hoping for; he
withdrew the city's
support.
pie as a yet-to-be-titled initia-
tive on the Nov. 8 ballot.
There are two sides to all
arguments, and it appears that
everyone in Seattle is taking
one when it comes to the
Monorail.Even the alternative
weekly papers, The Stranger
and Seattle Weekly, have
published sharply contrasting
opinions regarding the issue
- The Stranger pulled their
endorsement ofNickels in the
upcoming mayoral election.
While some are hailing
Nickels as a hero for his
actions, the question still re-
mains: why wouldthe mayor,
once a firm advocate of the
Monorail system, deny a
decision the voters made on
numerous occasions?
As someone not originally
from Seattle, I was first ex-
posed to the debate regarding
the Monorail within weeksof
my arrival last year.
Initially an impartial ob-
server, I came with an open
mind, but have since made
the decision that Seattle does
need a Monorail system and
should be willing to bear the
economic burden.
The positive aspects of a
Monorail far outweigh the
negative ones, and with an ef-
ficient system our city would
be asthetically pleasing.
cheaper to move throughout
and environmentally sound.
Isn't $2.1 billion, the current
estimated cost of the 10.6
mile project, a small price to
pay for a secure future?
We live in a city that was
recently ranked as the seventh
most expensive in the country
for public transportation.
According to the Seattle
Monorail Project (SMP),
nationally the poorest fifth of
society are paying 40 percent
of all public transportation
costs.
Opponents should real-
ize that while they may be
paying taxes on a Monorail
system they won't use, the
overall improvement of their
city as a direct result would
benefit everyone.Not only
would a Monorail system
make Seattle visually appeal-
ing, but itwould also improve
traffic conditions throughout
the city.
In the morning and after-
noons, Interstate 5 is bumper
to bumper with commuter
traffic. How bad would this
problem still be if there were
transportation located above
the city streets?
Plus, every person com-
muting on the Monorail, a
system that is powered
by electricity, is one
person not contributing
to traffic and environ-
mentalproblems.
That alternative may
have gotten one step
closer with the SMP's
appointment of John
Haley as Interim Execu-
tive Director in August.
Haleypreviously held
positions of power in
other light rail projects
litionwide,
including
nia's Bay Area Rapid
(BART),
nining the BART sys-
any critics ofSeattle's
iil can see the benefits
i an arrangement.
BART has been in-
ntal in allowing quick,
md easy transportation
the San Francisco Bay
Monorail initiative
ffer on the Nov. 8 bal-
to a shortening from
ts initially-proposed 13.7
mile route, but supporters
should not fear: city officials
lave made clear that this will
be the final initiative. If it
passes, Seattle could go forth
with the full route later on.
Right now, the focus should
be on getting officialsto come
to an agreement with the peo-
ple; we want a Monorail, and
the sooner theball gets rolling
on theproject, the sooner the
critics will be silenced and our
city improved.
Image downloaded from the
Letter to the Editor - Response from law school student
To the Editor:
I was disheartened upon reading Ms. Cruz's article for
numberofreasons. To begin, I found itunfortunate that ofthe
nearly 1800 words to be found in my original article "Death
and Incompetence," she focused upon only one of them,
and even that she misunderstood and mischaracterized. My
article was written in the first few days of September when
the images and stories of the suffering in New Orleans was
fresh, indeed it was continuing, as Iwrote the word to which
she objected so much. New Orleans is a city I have had the
pleasure ofvisiting, thereforemaking the stories ofthe suffer-
ingso much more real. This quote, I believe is morereflective
ofwhat I was trying to communicate in my article: "Children
have been raped in thebathrooms ofthe Superdome. The dead
still lie in the street. Bodies. Young. Old. Some white. Some
brown. Mostblack. All poor. This is our country. The richest
country in the world."
The ProlificReporter is not a student newspaper, nor am I
a reporter for it, it is a student newsletter. Therefore, my only
goal is toreach my fellow law students. Ihave no need to write,
as Ms. Cruz suggests, "material that will be acceptable to a
wide range of readership." The Prolific Reporter is a forum
for student expression; a forum which I used to express my
anger at the incompetence shown by the federal government
during the crisis caused by Hurricane Katrina. I purposefully
chose to use the language I did to highlight not only the depth
ofmy anger but to shock those reading it and thereby provoke
them into responding. Indeed, I have been quite successful
in this endeavor as a continuing debate on this issue and the
larger social issues this disaster has brought to the forefront
is continuing between progressive and conservative students
in the law school. These debates and conversations are found
not just among the pages of The Prolific Reporter but also in
the common areas and corridors of Sullivan Hall. However,
none of this was mentionedby Ms. Cruz, instead she focused
solely upon my use ofan expletive.
Ms. Cruz in her article accuses me of libeling the president
by suggesting thathe fornicates with equines. I say inresponse,
with utmostemphasis, that I said no suchthing. The quote that
Ms. Cruzused as the basis forherarticle was in reference to the
former director ofFEMA MichaelBrown, who at one time was
a commissioner for theArabianHorseAssociation. Therefore,
my comment was neither in reference to the president nor
an allusion to fornication with beasts ofburden. While I can
attest to the many negative attributes I perceive the president
to have, a taste for relations with horses is not among them.
Indeed, even if I had accused the president of such behavior
it would not qualify as libel. As the president and Mr. Brown
are public figures, it is nigh impossible for an authorto ever be
found guilty of libeling them, especially with such outrageous
and improbable behavior as Ms. Cruz mistakenly interpreted
that I attributed to the president.
Ms. Cruz and Ms. Hottman also had many comments
regarding the "double standard" that they perceive exists
between The Prolific Reporter and The Spectator. Most of
those comments I leave to the editorial staff of The Prolific
Reporter to discuss. However, 1 do question the journalistic
integrity ofThe Spectator which Ms. Cruz and Ms. Hottman
so vociferously defend. In personal communication with The
Spectator Editor in Chiefhe informed me that: "In the news,
sports, feature and art & entertainment section, we at the
paper can regulate and control the facts that are presented to
the readers. However, it is not the paper's jobto control the
opinions ofstudents." Afterreceiving this initial communica-
tion Ihave learned, through confidential sources, that this was
a disingenuous, if not outright dishonest, statement. Ms. Cruz
and Ms. Hottman would not have even known nor written
about my article if not for the urging of Mr. Curley. Before
supposed journalists look towards maligning others, others
who don'tpurport to evenrepresent themselves as journalists,
I suggest they make sure their own affairs are in order.
My purpose in writing was to clarify the greater purposes
behind my article, which I hope I have accomplished. It was
not profanity for the sake of profanity. Its use was to give
voice to the outrage that not only Iwas feeling, but that I was
hearing from my friends and family. It was used to provoke
those whom defendthe current administration, voices that in
my experience are not raised unless one uses such outrageous
methods as I have. These are all objectives that could have
been found in subsequent issues ofThe Prolific Reporter had
Ms. Cruz or Ms. Hottman cared to look. As she stated about
herself and The Spectator, "publishing profane or poorly
researched topics would be contrary to our end goal," while
she might not be guilt of the former, she and by extension
TheSpectator, are most certainly guilty ofthe latter. I suggest
that before Ms. Cruz again uses such harsh language against
anotherauthor thatshe beaware ofboth thecontext and mean-
ing of the author's words she criticizes and the meaning of
her own accusations.
Sincerely,
David Mendoza (2L)
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Panel discusses the aftermath of Katrina
Kevin Curley Jessica Swanson
curleyk@seattleu. edu swansonI @seattleu.edit
Understanding the social, economic and environmental
effects ofHurricane Katrina was the main topic ofdiscussion
last Friday in Pigott Auditorium. Eleven panelists, includ-
ing 10 professors and one student from Xavier University
spoke to a packed audience for three hours. By the end of
the forum, it was clear that Katrina has brought many issues
of race and class structure to the front pages of every news
organization in the world.
It didn't take long for the discussion to focus on the race
issues during the aftermath. Gary Perry, assistant professor
ofsociology, discussed at length the institutionalized racism
that existed in New Orleans. Perry threw out catch phrases
such as "concentrated poverty," "savage inequalities" and
"apartheid schooling" to describe some of the inhumane
circumstances faced by America's poor, black communities
that are often not seen by anyone outside the problem.
"Most fail to see the result of race and politics in the
South, and its vicious inhumanity," Perry said.
To give a more personal side to the hurricane, Dr. Dar-
rell Owens reflected on his time at a field hospital on the
Louisiana State University campus inBaton Rouge. Owens,
an assistant professor in the college of nursing and hospital
employee at Harborview Medical Center, reported to the
audience the problems concerning the lack ofcoordination
with FEMA.
"The scene was fairly overwhelming," Owens remarked
about the field hospital.
He focused most of his attention on the communication
woes that most volunteers had to deal with. He mentioned
that while FEMA claimed to need his help after he vol-
unteered, he was contacted by a private institution that
requested his help. Though he was angery at FEMA, he
remarked how the evacuees were, sutprisingly patient de-
spite an inadequate response from FEMA.
"You have to recognize that these people are still home-
less," Owens said. "They are in need ofrelief and care, and
they are not complaining about it."
Most of the topics discussed in the forum related to
social effects, but Jean Jacoby, professor and chair of the
department ofcivil and environmental engineering, geared
her conversation on the environmental impacts Hurricane
Katrina had on New Orleans.
Jacoby noted that due to global warming there has been
an increase in category four and five hurricanes in the past
35 years. Also, because of the development of areas along
the coastline, mostly wetland property, a natural storage for
flood waters have been eliminated.According to Jacoby, one
acre of wetlands is lost every 30 minutes. Jacoby ended her
speech with her favorite quote by Sir Francis Bacon: "Nature
that is to be commanded must be obeyed."
But the most powerful speaker during the forum had to be
Pearline Tyson, a student from Xavier University. Tyson is
a hurricane evacuee currently attending Seattle University.
Though her mother lives in Seattle, Tyson considers herself
an adopted sister of New Orleans.
She gave a clear picture of what life was like before the
hurricane hit to give the audience an understanding ofwhy
there was so much confusion. According to Tyson, students
were told to "ride out the storm" if they didn'thave money
to leave town. She said that the initial flooding wasn't that
bad.
"There are times when I'd go to class on rainy days with
water up to my knees," Tyson told audience members.
Tyson also touched on a few reasons why some of the
people within the city didn't leave when they were told to
by city employees.
"Many of the people didn'thave cars," Tyson said. "And
ifthey did, then they didn't have gas to put in their cars."
She also said that many residents had never left New
Orleans, and thought there was no place for themto go. She
added that if it wasn't those reasons, it was because they
were poor and couldn't afford to leave their homes.
Tyson gave a clear picture of what poor meant in New
Orleans. She noted that some people lived in houses without
doors or windows - houses that were about to fall down.
These were images that most of the audience could not
comprehend, since communities, poverty- striken as the
Ninth Ward, are not seen here in Seattle.
At the end of the forum, one member of the audience asked
an importantbut difficult question: "Should they rebuildNew
Orleans?" Tyson quickly responded with a "yes," even though
the other panelists could not give a clear answer.
Joey Anchondo
A guest student from Xavier University,
New Orleans, Pearline Tyson shares her
experiences of the hurricane.
Does increase in students equate larger classes?
Marissa Cruz
cruzm4 7@seattleu. edu
Seattle University has bumped it up a
notch with an all time high in new student
registration.
With over 760 new freshmen, 500 transfer
students and about 60 students from New
Orleans, new faces have flooded the SU
campus.
There have been many changes in order
to accommodate all the new students. New
and returning students alike have faced
challenges with housing, and now that
school is back in full swing, they are fac-
ing the challenge of solidifying their class
schedules.
One week before school began. Official
Student Communications sent an e-mail to
all students about fall scheduling changes in
core classes for the upcoming year, stressing
that "high enrollmentsignificantly impacts
class availability. Though we are working
on increasing space in current classes, class
availability is very, very tight."
Naturally, continuing students were left
feeling a little bit put off.
"A big reason why I was drawn to this
school was due to the small class sizes," said
Katie Youngling, a sophomore psychology
major. "Adding more students to each class
jeopardizes the type of interactive education
small class sizes provide."
However, according to core director
JeffPhilpott and core registration solution
center worker and transfer adviser, Father
Roger Gillis, S.J., there have hot been any
noticeable change in class sizes, even with
the overall increase in the student popula-
tion.
"We have a really good committee work-
ing on this, and we've been working really
hard at planning and strategizing for what
need the most sections of," Philpott said.
According to Philpott and Gillis, instead
ofoverloading classes that are already very
full, they are simply adding more sections
ofclasses that are in high demand, and now
many classes are at
full capacity.
But, Youngling has
definitely noticedeven
those small changes.
"The class which
I've seen an impact
on is actually the class
that would be most
negatively impacted
by larger class sizes.
In discussion-based
classes it becomes dif-
ficult as more people
are added because not
only are there more
people to be heard,
but students, including
myself, seem to be less
active in participation," Youngling said.
Sarah Zook, senior liberal studies ma-
jor, also feels that class sizes have been
impacted.
"So far, I have been lucky, and the teach-
ers are still able to keep the personal, in
touch feeling to a point, but not to the same
level as it was when I came here freshman
year," Zook said.
So, does Seattle University really have to
deal with the woes of larger class sizes at
our small liberal arts institution? Students
seem to say yes, but the faculty is on the
other side of the fence.
"This is not a case where all of a sudden
freshman English is capping at 40 [students
per class],and fine arts at 38. I mean, I'm
kind ofconservative when it comes to class
sizes, and I think 35 is too big, but it's also
not 200. Big to us is not big to the likes of
WSU or Gonzaga, you know," Gillis said.
Other students, like Youngling and Zook,
feel that we, as students, are not going to
truly feel the pressure until registration for
next quarter begins.
"I think for seniors it will be [difficult].
My roommates are both psychology majors
and they had to struggle to get classes this
quarter, so next quarter will be even cra-
zier," Zook said.
According to Gillis, not only did SU
have to stop accepting transfer students two
weeks before the anticipated cut off date,
but they also had to stop accepting transfer
students for psychology and communication
studies even before that.
Becky Lawrence
Some students feel that the class sizes have
increased, but some of the faculty disagree.
Darfur Solidarity Fast grabs international attention
Seattle University will be participating in the International Solidarity Fast for Darfur
on Thursday, Oct. 6. There are many people participating in the fast, such as comedian
Bill Cosby and Desmond Tutu, archbishop emeritus ofCape Town, along with numerous
other world leaders, celebrities and congressmen.
Forty-three universities will join the cause, which will be broadcast via radio to Eastern
Chad and Darfur to show the people of those areas that theirplight has not been forgotten.
It has been estimated that sinceFebruary 2003,400,000people have beenkilled in Darfur
and over2.5 million have become homeless because of the violence.
Along with the fast, SU will also be showing the short film, "Darfur Destroyed*' and
a presentation on Darfur at 8 p.m. in WyckoffAuditorium. Along with the numerous
students already signed up to participate in the event, Father Sundborg S.J., president of
Seattle University, will alsobe part of the fast.
For more information visit wAvw.DarfurFast.org
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News
SU unites to help
hurricane victims
Madeleine Hottman
hottmanm@seattleu.edu
Seattle University students and
clubs are approaching the hurricane
t;liefefforts in anew way on campus:oordinating their work to provide a
more efficient response.
In past efforts, such as the tsunami
relief, many clubs and concerned in-
dividuals contributed by fundraising
and gathering supplies. According to
Dan Moriarty, social justiceminister at
Campus Ministry, though theseefforts
were no doubt helpful, they ended up
with conflicting projects that had the
same goal.
This time the approach is different.
Directly after the hurricane devastated
New Orleans and before classes were
in session, some of the administrators
at SU had a meeting to discuss the
response from a student-led angle.
Included in the meeting were rep-
resentatives from Campus Ministry,
the Office of Multi-Cultural Student
Affairs (OMSA), the Office ofStudent
Development, the Office of Student
Activities and the Center for Service.
The goal of this meeting was to
decide how students could work in an
organized, coordinatedway when they
had the same ideas. It was decided that
there should be a campus-wide meet-
ing with the student leaders so they
could discuss their options.
"Our goal is to organize students
for a maximum effort, not leading
individualprojects oranything,"Krista
Fink, a juniorPublicAffairsmajor said
of the committee.
On Sept. 22 the student leaders
came togetherto discuss their options
and share their ideas. Becca Balyeat,
juniorpublic affairsmajor, Dan Strick-
land, senior mechanical engineering
major, Lauren Silva, junior history
major, Alyson Palmer, senior politi-
cal science major and Fink facilitated
discussion. Moriarty assisted in the
meeting with his knowledge ofsocial
justice issues.
He gave the students the necessary
tools needed to brainstorm ideas of
how they could best help the victims
of the hurricane.
Moriarty discussed the levels of
involvementpossible for theresponse
to any disaster. The first level is the
immediate, direct response.This is the
response the Red Crossand other relief
agencies provide to help victims of a
disaster after it happens.
Thenext levelis the longterm, direct
response, like building houses, as many
Catholic charities provide. The third
level is the disaster in a broad social
context. Moriarty spoke of race and
poverty as it affected the hurricane
aftermath and what students can do in
terms ofactivism and advocacy.
"We just wantedto create a space for
[other] people to make a difference,"
said Moriarty.
Choosing point-people to head up
the efforts was one of the main ways
they found to create that space. No
leaders volunteered in the meeting,
but later Fink and Palmer decided to
take on therole.
"We're just supposed to be the
knowledgeable people so when stu-
dents want to get involved, they can
come to us and we can direct them to
various clubs and organizations that are
doing the same things," Fink said.
Fink described her position as
analogous to the Campus Assistance
Center(CAC) because she andPalmer
are supposed to know what efforts are
being organized so they can direct
any group or individual to where they
want to help.
Their vision for the committee is to
havea coupleofpeople whocoordinate
meetings amongst student leaders to
provide communicationbetween orga-
nizations. The efforts will continue for
as long as there is an active interest in
becoming a part ofit Thenext meeting
is scheduled forThursday,Oct 6during
which more ideas will be discussed.
New arts center receives $500,000 donation
Bonnie Hsueh
hsuehm@seattleu.edu
The Charles Simonyi Fund recently
made a gift of$500,000 to Seattle Univer-
sity's new Jeanne Marie and Rhoady Lee
Jr. Center for theArts. The new building
is located in the old Environmental Ser-
vices building on 12thAvenue and East
Marion Street.
Jim Hembree, senior development
officer for Seattle University, said this
donation will help pay for the construc-
tion of the arts center.
The Charles Simonyi Fund for Arts
and Sciences, according to the Univer-
sity News, was founded in 2004 and
has made major donations to the Seattle
Symphony, the Seattle Arts Museum,
the Central Library and other significant
cultural institutions that help vitalize the
local community.
Susan Hutchison, executive director of
the Charles Simonyi Fund for Arts and
Sciences, said that the new arts center
will fulfill the Charles Simonyi Fund's
mission - access to excellence.
Along with the gift from the Charles
Simonyi Fund, donations for the new
arts center have also come from other
sources.
"So far, individuals and foundations
have contributed $3.2 million toward the
university's $4 million fundraising goal
for the project," said Hembree. "The chil-
dren of Jeanne Marie and Rhoady Lee Jr.
made a gift to name the center in honor of
theirparents. Many othergenerous alumni
and friends have also participated. Foun-
dations supporting the project include the
Paul G.AllenFamily Foundation and the
E.L. Wiegand Foundation."
In its 11,000-square-footspace, the new
arts center has a prop room, costume shop
and dressing room. It also has an open
space theater, where seats can be moved
around and where drama, danceand music
performances will take place. Its lobby is
designed to be a visual arts gallery that
will exhibit the work of fine arts majors
and guest artists.
Not only will the new arts center
benefit the Seattle University campus
community, it will also provide the local
community opportunities to participate in
arts programs including evening classes,
plays, youth outreach programs, musical
performances and the annual playwriting
festival.
"The new center reflects the importance
that Seattle University places on the arts
as an essential part of a complete educa-
tion for all students," said Hembree. "It
will also make the artistic and creative
resources of Seattle University avail-
able to a wider public by providing, for
the first time, a venue on campus large
enough and attractive enough for public
participation."
The arts center will be finished Jan.
2006 and have its official opening in
February. Dr. Carol Clay, chair of theFine
Arts Department, expressed her excite-
ment for the new arts center.
"This is a dream come true. I can't
wait. It's been years and years of hoping
and dreaming that we would have a real
facility for teaching theaterand now we're
goingto have it," she said. "I literally walk
out ofmy door every day, and stare across
the grass and look at it over there. And I
cannot believe my eyes. I am so excited.
Our whole department is exoited."
Becky Lawrence
A construction worker continues
work on the new arts center that will
open in Feb. 2006.
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The adviser for Premajor
Studies, Kimberly Thomas,
further explained the reasons for
the center's name change. She
claimed that reorganizing and
restructuring has taken place
within SAS because of a desire
to centralize student programs.
There are approximately 146
new premajor students, both
freshmen and transfer, at SU
for the 2005-2006 school year.
Thomas encourages them to
take advantage of the various
workshops the Bellarmine Ad-
vising Center has to offer.
"Our program is designed
for students who have not yet
declared a major," she said. "We
like to think of our students as
exploratory, not undecided."
Resources and informationfor
students wishing to study abroad
can also be found in the staff
area. The Study Abroad Office
as part of the restructuring.
"We cooperate with them, but
functionally, we are different,"
said study abroad directorRobin
Craggs.
The Study Abroad Office,
though independent, finds stu-
dents interested in foreign coun-
tries through the Bellar-
mineAdvising Center.
Since there is a sign
advertising study abroad
programs on the win-
dow, students naturally
go there before they
reach the Study Abroad
Office.
The two centers work
together to help as many
students as possible,
which was the ultimate
goal of the restructur-
ing.
Programs that can be
taken during a school
quarter are located in
Austria, Belize, France,
China, Japan and Mex-
ico, along with other
countries.
Craggs stresses the
importance of the online
web site recently cre-
ated to serve students
and faculty hoping to
venture out of the coun-
try. The Study Abroad Office
opened only a year ago.
"We take the whole student
into account," Craggs said. "It's
important a student not lose
time working toward a major,
but we also want to help those
who wish to study in a foreign
For more information there
will be a Study Abroad Fair on
Oct. 25 or students can contact
theBellarmineAdvising Center
JoeyAnchondo
The name is different, but the Bel-
larmine Advising Center is con-
tinuing its dedication to providing
students with numerous services.
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Security—
Reports
Public Safety has had a busy
week, but even with the fireworks
and brawls, they continue to keep
our campus safe.
So if you see these brave men
and women, don't throw wa-
ter balloons at them, just say
ALL WE DO IS MAKE UP, AND
Public Safety was called to Campion af-
ter receiving a report ofa male and female
in a verbal argument.
They arrived and found a woman SU
student and a male student from a local
area college in a vehicle. Both parties
were separately interviewed.
They both claimed they were girlfriend
& boyfriend, and had been arguing but
since stopped. The woman student said
there was no concerns and left campus
with her boyfriend.
PEEPING TOM
member working in her
Pigott office, reported
an unknown male in his
mid-20's who exposed
himself after asking for
directions to the men's
restroom.
Public Safety searched
the inside ofthe building
and helped SPD officers
search the north end of
campus, but to no avail.
The suspect was never
IT IS PAINFUL BEING A CHAMPION
Sept. 28, 2005
A student reported that while playing
football on the Union Green he injured his
finger. He asked for a Public Safety escort
to a local hospital, which they provided.
BRAWL IN THE SIDEWALK
Sept. 30, 2005
Public Safely came to the rescue when
a large amount of noise erupted from
Campion Hall. Students were yelling and
throwing objects at unidentified persons
yelling in the alley on the west side of
Campion. Security showed up and the
troublemakers fled the scene.
GOING FOR A JOG?
Oct. 1, 2005
Public Safetyreceived a report of suspi-
cious persons around the Connolly Center.
Three men identified as SU students were
eventually found on the roof. All were
cooperative.
New Year's celebra-
tion kicks off early at
Campion Tower
Five, four, three, two, one ... Happy New - wait a tick. If
you live in Campion Tower, Saturday morning probably
sounded like a New Year's Eve party on Elliot Bay. For
the 600 or soresidents the firework celebration was a rude
awakening at 8:40 a.m. For Spectator photographer, Joey
Anchondo, the spectacle happened justoutside his window.
The event was so up close andpersonal, that pieces of the
fireworks were bouncing off the 12-fioor dormitory.
But thanks to quickreporting by these unhappyresidents,
Campus Public Safety was quick to respond. The Security
Report mentioned that the license plate of a vehicle pos-
sibly involved was attained and turned over to the Seattle
Police Department.
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Have you got a
favorite Public
Safety officer?
Do you have a
gripe with one of
the officers?
We want to hear
about it!
Send an e-mail to
spectator@seattleu.edu
Free Medical/Dental School
Plus $1279.00 a month!
The Army's Health Professions
Scholarship Program (HPSP) provides:
100% Tuition. Books and Fees
$1279 StipendPay
Commission as an Army Officer
For more information please call:
Captain Dean Rasmussen
U.S. Army Health Care Team
Office: (206) 242-9357
Cell: (877) 722-2304 Toll Free
Email: lyle.rasmussenfSUisarec.army.mil
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PORT ORCHARD MAN
ARRESTEDINSOUTHCENTER
MALL SHOOTING
TUKWILA, Wash. (AP) - A Port Or-
chard man has been charged in the deaths
of two people shot in a car in a Southcen-
ter Mall parking lot.
Thomas Osbourne Marshall, 53, re-
mains jailed on $2 million bail on two
first-degree murder charges.
He's to be arraigned Oct. 6 at the Re-
gional Justice Center in Kent.
Marshall was charged Tuesday after his
arrest last week.
He's accused in the Sept. 12 shooting
of two men identified by the King County
Medical Examiner's office as Alfonso
Ayala, 27, and Ivan Payan Rojas, 17. Both
were shot in the back of the head.
Police have no clear motive for the
shooting. Marshall's girlfriend allegedly
told investigators that he said he bought
$50 worth of heroin and other drugs from
the men the day of the shooting.
The drugs and a $100 bill were found
on the car's front seat after the shoot-
ing.
MAN ARRESTED AFTER
HIGH-SPEED CHASE
OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) - A Vancouver
man accused offorcing his estranged wife
into a car on the Capitol Campus and
leading authorities on a freeway chase
Tuesday has been arrested.
Authorities said the couple had come
to Olympia to get new license plates
for their Plymouth Caravan, and when
they stopped on the Capitol grounds, the
man grabbed her and forced her back into
the van. The woman screamed, drawing
attention of state workers who called
state troopers.
The woman dropped her purse and
the new license plate during the scuffle,
providing information that helped lead to
the man's capture.
The man was first approached at the
Scatter Creek Rest Area south of town.
Dan Kimball, Thurston County chief
criminal sheriff's deputy, said the man
refused to surrender even after a deputy
pulled a gun on him, instead driving
southbound on Interstate 5.
When the man sped off the Grand
Mound exit, two police cars boxed him
in and he surrendered.
Demetrius Jackson, 40, was arrested
on two felony warrants and new domes-
tic violence accusations, as well as for
investigation of eluding a police vehicle
and assault in violation of a no-contact
order, Kimball said.
He was booked into the Thurston
County Jail.The woman was unhurt.
SEX CRIME FOUND ON VOL-
UNTEER COACH'S RECORD
R round check on a volunteer boxingnow accused of having sex with aar-old girl apparently failed to find
a 1996 child sex crime on his record.
Imundo
M. Avila,
iis arraigned Tues-i Yakima Countyior Court on acharge of first-
degree sexual miscon- [
duct with a minor.
According to charging documents, the
girl told investigators she had sex with
Avila last week after he gave her a ride
home from a program sponsored by the
Police Athletic League.
The league is a gang-prevention pro-
gram that offers a variety of athletic op-
portunities to youth in Yakima.
Avila had given her rides home for
about a week, she said, but on Sept. 21,
they stopped at his apartment first and
had sex.
The names of prospective volunteers
are usually screened through several
criminal-record databases police rou-
tinely use, Yakima Police Lt. Mike Mer-
ryman said.
But there was no indication of an arrest,
prosecution or conviction when Avila's
name was entered, he said.
"I don't know what happened to it,"
he said. "If we had that information, that
changes things."
In 1996, Avila was charged with first-
degree child molestation. According to
archived court documents, he pleaded
guilty to a lesser charge of fourth-degree
assault and received a suspended sen-
tence of one year in jail.
STATE COIN IMAGES SENT
TO U.S. MINT
OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) - No Bill Gates,
Bigfoot, slugs or steaming lattes, but
other familiar Washington images have
been proposed to grace a new quarter
coin honoring the state.
Gov. Christine Gregoire and an advi-
sory commission headed by her husband,
Mike, have forwarded five ideas to the
U.S. Mint:
- A salmon, Mount Rainier and an apple
within an outline of Washington state.
- An apple inside the map silhouette.
- An outline of the state with Mount
Rainier centered inside.
- A salmon breaching the water with
Mount Rainier as a backdrop.
- A Native American stylized killer
whale.
The committee also suggested includ-
ing the script "The Evergreen State" in
some of the designs.
The Mint will design multiple render-
ings of all five nominations by December,
possibly 25 or 30 altogether, said Mark
Gerth, spokesman for the state Arts Com-
mission.
After consultation with the Washington
committee, the Mint will then develop
three to five final design choices.
The state committee will thenpost the
finalists on a special Web site next April,
so people can vote on their favorite.
The winning design will be announced
next May, and the coins, part of the 50-
state series, will be available in March
2007.
Prelate urges bishops to discuss Catholic
politicians who support abortion rights
VATICAN CITY (AP) - The Vati-
can's top doctrinal watchdog, Ameri-
can Archbishop William Levada, has
urgeda meetingof theworld'sbishops
to discuss whether Catholicpoliticians
who support abortion rights should
receive Communion, saying theissue
haddivided many ofthe faithful in the
United States.
Levada, the seniorAmerican at the
Vatican who heads the Congregation
for the Doctrine ofthe Faith, asked to
hear the experiences of other church
leaders during the synod of bishops,
theOct 2-23 meeting to discuss major
issues facing the church.
"This issue has caused some divi-
sions among thepeople in the church
during the last election," Levada said
Monday, according to the Rev. John
Bartunek, who briefed reporters on
Tuesday on developments of the
closed-door meetings.
During the 2004 presidential cam-
paign, St. Louis Archbishop Ray-
mondBurke said he would deny the
Eucharist to Democratic presidential
nominee John Kerry, a Catholic who
supportsabortion rights. Other church
leadersweighed inon thetopic, includ-
ing Cardinal Theodore McCarrick,
archbishop ofWashington, who said
he wasn't comfortable denying the
Eucharist
McCarrick heads a task force of
U.S. bishops that is looking into how
prelates shouldrespond to the issue.
He has said Catholic politicians who
supportabortionrights andotherissues
may risk sanctions that fell short of
denialofCommunion.
The working document for the
synod said it was a sin for the faithful
to support Catholic politicians who
themselves back abortion and other
policies contrary to church teaching.
Bartunek said theissue of the short-
age ofpriests also came up during the
first two daysof discussions, butmade
no mention ofsuggestions ofaddress-
ing it by allowing married men into
the priesthood or ordaining women
as deacons.
However, Patriarch Gregory 111
Laham, patriarch of Antioch of the
Greek-Melkite Church, an Eastern
rite church, raised the issue Mon-
day, saying there was no theological
foundation for a celibate priesthood,
according to the Italian summary of
themeeting. TheEasternrite churches
that are loyal to Rome allow married
priests.
Cardinal Angelo Scola, the key
moderatorof the discussion, respond-
ed that there were theological reasons
for celibacy in theLatin rite churches,
althoughhedidn'telaborate, according
to thebriefing.
AHonduranbishop, Roberto Carnil-
leriAzzopardi, said thekey to solvethe
priestshortage was abetterdistribution
ofpriests in theworld
_
a solution sug-
gestedbyScola inhis openingspeech.
Camilleri noted that in his diocese
therewas one priest for every 16,000
Catholics, Bartunek said
ASouthKorean bishop,Monsignor
Peter Kang U-il, said a shortage of
faithful,notpriests, was his main con-
cern. "Children whodon't goto Mass
say they don'tgo because they find it
boring," hesaid, adding that his prior-
ity was to increase the desire among
the faithfulto participate.
WhilePope BenedictXVI listened
in the Vatican's synod hall where the
meetings are taking place, across the
RiverTibennembersof the European-
based WeAre Church and the Ameri-
can FutureChurch reform groups
outlined their hopes for the session.
'We would like thebishops tohave
more libertyto decide for themselves,
according to fherequirements and de-
mands of their specific regions," said
German theology professor Norbert
Scholl.
Referring to the synod whose spe-
cific topic is theEucharist, thegroups
said their main concerns were the
shortage of priests and the problem
of sharing Communion with other
Christian denominations.
'Whenmembersof thesame family
cannot sit downand eat together, the
family is in trouble," said Austrian
psychologist Martha Heizer.
An American nun, Sister Christine
Schenk from FutureChurch, noted
thatparishes in fhe United States are
threatened with closure because of
the scarcity of priests. Along with
allowing non-celibate men into the
priesthood, she suggested women
deacons. "There are a lot ofavailable
and willing women out there," she
toldreporters.
The groups expressed the hope that
Benedict couldmake changes.
"Heknows therules of the game,"
said Heizer, pointing to the pope's
24 years ofexperienceas head ofthe
Congregation for the Doctrine of the
Faithbefore his electionto thepapacy
inApril.
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Features
How Katrina changed the lives of two students
Canda Harbaugh
harbaugh@seattleu. edu
Home town destroyed:
Starting over in Seattle
One of the first thingsLisa Campo told me
is that not only is she a Hurricane Katrina
survivor, but she also survived the London
bombings this summer while studying
abroad.
"Destruction just follows me," she
laughed.
Though everything that she and her large
extended family owned has been washed
away - or destroyed in some equally un-
pleasant way - she remains positive and is
adjusting well to her new surroundings in
Seattle.
"Everyone is so liberal here; it's so wonder-
ful," she said, explaining that though her col-
lege back home is liberal, there are a number
ofvery conservative people. "All the teachers
are like hippies here," she added.
However, she hasn't quite gotten used to
the lack ofavailable parking in the city.
"The rain keeps falling on me," she joked
as she described how her car was towed only
four days after arriving in Seattle.
Besides that minor setback, she is doing
well and has already made some friends and
obtained a job.
Lisa, a communications student from
Loyola University New Orleans, doesn't
seem like she has just gone through a com-
pletely life-altering disaster.
In fact, besides her frequent use of the word
"y'all," she appears to be just like any other
SU student.
However, about five weeks ago she was
living a completely different life.
Three weeks before the disaster, Lisa got
her first New Orleans apartment with a hand-
ful of friends.
Four days before the hurricane, she and her
colleagues - who were also her best friends
- held their first meeting for the school
newspaper.
The day Hurricane Katrina hit the gulf
coast was the day that Lisa was scheduled to
start her senior year of college.
Unlike out-of-state students at Loyola,
Lisa is accustomed to the twice-yearly hur-
ricane evacuation process, so she expected
to return to her apartment a couple of days
after evacuating.
"I got out my suitcase and thought to
myself, T always overpack for hurricane
evacuations,' so I didn't even fill up thewhole
[suitcase]," she said, admitting that it is still
a sore subject for her.
Lisa packed a light bag - two days worth
ofclothes, a teddy bear and important docu-
ments - before evacuating to Dallas with a
caravan offamily members. She and about 13
others stayed in a three-bedroom house that
her mother was in the process ofmoving into
with her new husband.
Fortunately, Lisa and all ofher family made
it out safely. They received a number ofcalls
from terrified friends who weren't so lucky.
"We knew all kinds ofpeople who were in
the shelters and we were trying to get them
help. We had people calling us and saying
that they were going to die ifthey didn't get
evacuatedright away."
Lisa grew up alongside her close-knit ex-
tended family in St. Bernard Parish, one of
the hardest hit areas, just southeast of New
Orleans. Help was slow to arrive.
"There was no national guard. The only
people who were taking care of St. Bernard
Parish were the government officials who
stayed in the government complex that had
all the windows blown out. It was up to the
second floor with water."
Lisa's old neighborhood was under 15 feet
of water. Her old high school,gymnasium
was used as a morgue. Places that she grew
up around - businesses she had worked at as
a teenager - were destroyed.
"All our family pictures, every video we
ever had, me and my brother when we were
little, all our family things like that are defi-
nitely gone," Lisa said, revealing, for thefirst
and only time during the interview, a hint
of sadness. "I think a tornado went through
where my dad's house was. He had all our
family videos."
When asked what ran through her mind
as the situation in Louisiana got worse, she
replied, "I don't even remember half of it
because I was just thinking, 'Oh, God, what
is going on?' We weren't really
fazed until a week later when we
realized there is nothing to go
About a month later, some
people in St. Bernard Parish have
returned to assess the damage to
"What I've heard [the houses]
compared to is the first floor is
just a washing machine - with
mud and appliances. It doesn't
even look like a house anymore.
There are snakes and disease and
oil because we had an oil spill in
our town. There is a big chunk of
the parish that is going to be bull-
dozed because of environmental
Even though her apartment was
in uptown New Orleans, an area
that received little flood dam-
age, most of Lisa's belongings
have been ruined from sitting
in water and mold after the roof
collapsed.
Her mother's seven siblings
and their families, and her father's
two sisters and their families are
dispersed in different parts ofTexas, Missis-
sippi and Florida.
"I have all kinds of relatives in different
places and they don't know where they are
going to end up yet," she said.
One thing Lisa doesknow is that there is
not much for her family to go back to.
"Every single family member I have has
had their house destroyed," she said.
Lisa's dad has already bought a home an
hour and a half away from New Orleans.
She believes the rest of her family will also
relocate.
"I don't even know if I will [return] - if
I like it here maybe I'll convince Seattle
University to keep me. I don't want to go
Lisa seems to be an adaptable
person, which has undoubtedly
made her transitioneasier.
However, she still cringes when
she thinks about how less than
a month before the hurricane,
she was just setting up her new
home.
"I was just getting into where
I was independent; I was on my
own for the first time," said Lisa,
describing the beautiful five-bed-
room home that she shared with
five ofher friends. Now, in Seattle,
she lives in a dorm room with two
roommates.
But thehardest thing forLisa to
deal withis the fact that everything
she loved and knew is gone.
"The biggest thing was my
friends and the fact that the
only thing I cared about was my
[school] newspaper and that's ba-
sically what I did the wholetime I
was at school. It's the worst part,
not having familiar objects and
people around."
"I feel like I don'thave an identity anymore
because everything I did and everything I
liked aren't there anymore," she added.
But things are starting to look up a bit for
Lisa. Her mother recently visited her dam-
aged apartment and was able to salvage some
ofher belongings. And, even though she lives
R: quarters with two other roommates,ims it is a much better dorm situation
that what she experienced as a freshman at
"I'm having fun here, and I still get to go
to school, which makes me luckier than a
lot ofmy friends at home. I have nothing to
complain about."
Hurricane changes
senior's plan
Ashley Robertson evacuated New Orleans
before it was mandatory.
"I wasn't about to get blown away," she
exclaimed, surprised that I even questioned
whether or not she left.
After talking to people from the south,
who are familiar with hurricanes, I could tell
Ashley was not a Louisiana native.
In fact, she grew up in Seattle andreceived
her AAfrom Highline Community College in
Des Moines, Wash. She transferredto Xavier
University ofLouisiana in 2003.
Although she's not a native, she definitely
has connections to New Orleans. Not only
has she worked and gone to school there for
two years, but she also has family and friends
in the area.
The day Hurricane Katrina hit, Ashley
was in Atlanta with friends she had evacu-
ated with.
Her family made it safely to Dallas, but
some ofher friends stayed behind at the hotel
that Ashley worked at.
"They stayed at the W Hotel thinking it
would be safe for a category five hurricane,"
she said.
When Katrina veered her ugly head,Ashley
frantically triedcalling friends who were still
in the city.
"All the cell phone towers went down and
so you couldn't talk to anybody and be like,
'Are you all right? What is going on?' I had
to wait at least three days before I could make
any contact with anybody," she explained.
Like most people in the nation, Ashley
watched the situation turn from bad to worse
on the television screen.
"I just couldn't believe it. I was shocked.
I didn't think that anything like this would
everhappen to me," Ashley said. "Youknow,
you see it on TV and you feel sorry for the
people that it happens to but you never think
it's going to happen to you yourself."
Four days later, her friends - who safely
made it through the hurricane - were allowed
to leave the city.
The roof to Ashley's apartment caved in,
whichruined all ofher things.
"The roof collapsed in my apartment,
so I have to start from scratch," she said,
sighing.
But that wasn't Ashley's biggest loss.
"Everybody is gone now. My whole group
[of friends] has separated. Some people are
going to move back and some people are
not - the majority ofpeople are not - myself
included," Ashley explained, her voice break-
ing and tears welling in her eyes. "That is the
biggest thing that ITiave missed out on - the
personal relationships I have built with so
many people by being out there."
Ashley was going to return until she found
out about her apartment. Now she plans on
finishing her senior year at Seattle Univer-
sity. She is not sure if her family will move
back.
"I have a lot of family in New Orleans
and, unfortunately, they lived in an area
where their houses were destroyed," she said.
"They are all in Dallas now, trying to make
a new life."
Ashley is in Seattle, trying to make a new
life for herself.
"The transition isn't as hard as I thought
it wouldbe because Seattle University [has]
helped me out a lot in getting back into
school. I even got into the classes I was taking
[at Xavier]," she explained.
Ashley feels a bit like a kid again now
that she lives at home with her mother after
being independent for two years. However,
she is also appreciative of the support her
mother and a number of other people have
given her.
"It's getting better now because I have a
lot ofpeople on my side that have helped me
out," she explained.
For now, Ashley has big plans and Hur-
ricane Katrina is not going to get in the way
of them. She is a marketing major who plans
on owning and running her own spa.'
"[After graduation] I'll probably work fora
little while, but as soon as I can, I want to get
my spa up and running," Ashley said. "I've
been drawing up the business plans and find-
ing out what I need to do and how I can get
grants to hopefully have a successful spa."
Lisa Campo, a visiting
student from Loyola
University New Orleans I
(above). Her beloved
teddy bear (right).
Ashley Robertson, a marketing
major, visiting from Xavier University
of Louisiana
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One month later: Students still face uncertain future
Madeleine Hottman
hottmanm@seattleu.edu
Hurricane Katrina and the devastation
in New Orleans not only affected a city,
but changed many people's lives, includ-
ing college students at universities in New
Orleans.
As a result of the disaster, these students
had to decide which schools to attend while
their own are repaired. Relocation efforts
began immediately after Hurricane Katrina
flooded and ripped New Orleans apart on
Aug. 29.
Classes had justbegun for many universi-
ties, but displaced students had other, more
pressing issues to contend with from rescue
shelters in Houston, where most students
were evacuated.
What to do now?
Many students wanted to help the Red
Cross. Unfortunately, they found that they
could not assist the efforts, as they were not
trained, and therefore were not able to help
directly.
Some students had to worry about family
members, homes and what their lives were
going to look like in the immediate future.
"I stayed glued to CNN for like a week
after it happened," said juniorAnthony Gar-
rison ofLoyola University New Orleans.
The decision to even continue college was
one of the choices students had to make. It
would mean deciding which schools to ap-
ply to, applying to them and then choosing
classes and housing, basically, all of the
decisions they already made at their New
Orleans schools.
Decision: Education
"It was like going through the whole fresh-
man application process in the period of
about a week," junior Ryan Bahry ofLoyola
University New Orleans said.
Bahry, Garrison, and Stephen Lawrence,
all juniors from Loyola, had been orientation
advisers in New Orleans. Ironically, they
were in the position of choosing another
institution and attempting to connect to it,
something they had helped new students at
Loyola do only a few weeks prior.
The American Jesuit College and Univer-
sity Association (AJCU) assisted in efforts to
help students from Jesuit institutions transi-
tion to other schools.
The AJCU instituted a policy that helped
schools with admissions, specifically coor-
dinating the influx of extra students. The
executive committee decided that universities
should welcome the evacuees as non-ma-
triculatedvisiting students. Theyalso decided
that their tuition payments would go to their
original institution, and that they would not
be responsible for tuition at their institution
of choice.
"We did a great jobof getting information
out about the schools in New Orleans," said
Melissa DiLeonardo,. communications di-
rector atAJCU. DiLeonardo noted that they
assisted in communicating with students all
over the country.
Most students met with academic advisers
from their schools to help them decide what
action to take. Bahry and Garrison noted that
they talked with the school officials to help
them decide what to do.
After they chose where to go, the issue
of what classes, housing and financial deci-
sions they would make came up. Students
like Bahry, Garrison and Lawrence who
wanted to choose another Jesuit institution
also wanted to choose a school that had not
already started, like many schools on the
East coast.
Decision: Seattle University
"It was great to choose Seattle [University]
because they hadn't started. It's also on the
same academic level because it's Jesuit,"
Garrison said ofhis decision.
Seattle U. was the choice for 53 students
from New Orleans, according to Rob Kelly,
assistant vice president for Student Develop-
ment.
Kelly was considered the point-person
at SU for visiting students once they were
admitted.
"My jobwas to help with theirtransition as
visiting students, such as housing or counsel-
ing, to help ease their transition after what
they've gone through," he said.
Sixteen of the students decided to stay in
theresidence halls and therest of the visiting
students are offcampus with family, friends
or on their own.
According to the AJCU, as of Sept. 19,
approximately 1,280 students from Loyola
were attending various Jesuit institutions
around the country. This number changes
daily, but the AJCU is tracking students as
much as possible.
"We are really happy with the way we re-
sponded to the disaster. Students from Loyola
feel very welcomed," DiLeonardo said of the
response from Jesuit institutions.
Most students, according to DiLeonardo,
are to return to their home institutions at
the end of the winter quarter in time for the
spring semester.
"We just feel really accepted," Bahry
said of his experience. According to Bahry,
SU's community has made the transition
as easy as possible. The future for most
visiting students is open, but in the mean-
time they have a place they can call home.
Shane Bevel (AP Photo)
A short distance from the Industrial Canal breech caused by
Hurricane Katrina, the rebuilding efforts continue on the breech
caused by the rains from Hurricane Rita.
Kevork Djansezian (AP Photo)
A statue of the Virgin Mary is
reflected in a flooded field in
the hurricane devastated town
of Port Sulphur La., southeast
of New Orleans.
SU professor reflects on his experiences in New Orleans
Dr. Darrell Owens, assistant professor
of Nursing, knows death. A palliative care
specialist atHarborview MedicalCenter, he
encounters the terminally ill everyday, and
lives to help those preparing to die. When
Hurricane Katrina hit the South, he planned
to provide assistance with other members of
the Harborview Disaster Team, a program
with close government ties.
"We got anoticefrom FEMA[Department
of Homeland Security, Federal Emergency
Management Agency] that no additional
help was needed. They said I could turn in
a 38-page application, they would review
my credentials and give me a response in
four to six weeks. I then received an email
from a hospice director inLouisiana that said
yes, medical help was desperately needed.
FEMA was wrong.
"I was assigned the 'yellow-6 section,'
which is a collection of 50 cots for the
chronically and terminally ill. People were
sent there from overcrowded hospitals and
nursing homes. Patients of special needs
shelters, as well as the elderly who live alone
were brought to us.
"When youare poor you have limited ac-
cess to health care and a primary doctor. A
majority ofthe people I treatedwere African
Americans. That community suffers from
extremely high blood pressure, diabetes
and obesity, which are common epidem-
ics among the poor. New Orleans is one of
America's unhealthiest cities. We are an
obese nation, and eating well is expensive.
Most of these people neither had access to
primary care ornutrition.
"A man came to us with an infected foot*
and as I was treating him he leaned over
and whispered that he had HIV. I immedi-
ately asked him if he had been taking his
medications, and when he opened his hand
he showed me they had melted. He was so
worried that he wouldn't be, treated because
he was HIV positive, and it showed thekind
of fear still prevalent and the prejudices
they face.
"One of the most heartbreaking stories
came froman elderly couple. Theyhad been
rescued and their story was featured on CNN.
Their daughter in Texas identified them, and
was on her way to pick them up. Thatnight,
the husband went to the bathroom, and when
he returned his wife had stopped breathing.
It was awhole-hearted effortby the medical
staff to revive her, but they couldn't, and
she died. During this the husband begged
for them to save her, saying they came too
far and were too close to being safe again
for her to leave him now. This was a family
who was featured on the news, who seemed
as ifthey had their situation figured out and
were on their way to safety. Was it her time?
I don't know. Would this have happened [if
she wasn't reduced to being provided for
in a gymnasium by an overworked medical
staff]? Probably not. I don'tknow what hap-
pened to her husband, but the magnitude of
his loss is incomprehensible.
"It is our responsibility to help and care
for others. It is our responsibility to ask for
forgiveness rather than permission. We can
see that our neighbors are okay. We have
to be responsible for each other, and more
importantly, who we place into power.
"The people ofNew Orleans did not vote
for George W. You hate to believe that the
poor response [to this disaster] is based on
politics, but we weren't prepared. Whenyou
put anyone in office they haveto be prepared
to tackle the bigger issues, not justpersonal
agendas.
"[Bush's trips back and forth to Louisi-
ana with Vice President Cheney] jammed
everything up. Their extra security and
private flights on Air Force One made the
situationworse for everyone [in Louisiana],
The evacuees couldn't even watch TV, so
they had no idea that the President was ad-
dressing themat all. All they knew was that
trucks and convoys bearing supplies were
having a difficult time making it to them.
[The President's visit] was more of a politi-
cal maneuver and a way to win popularity
points than an opportunityto raise spirits.
"Was this a life-changing experience? No.
Was it an important thing to do? Yes. I deal
with life changing experiences everyday,
and this was something that I did because I
had theopportunity to go. Not everyone [has
the opportunity to help], but youdo have the
opportunityto not be a burden in a crisis. Be
prepared at every level - listenwhen they tell
you to evacuate, and make sure if they tell
youto have six days worth ofwater that you
have it, or if the building is deemed unsafe
that you leave.
"We must continue to recognize that these
people are still homeless, and we need to
provide ongoing help and care for them.
They are in desperate need, and most im-
portantly, they are not complaining.
"Coming home, I took three flights, all
with layovers. I just thought, I have a house
and a family to go home to. That is a lot
more than those people down there, and I
am incredibly lucky. I'll sleep in an airport
and be thankful for it."
Interview by Lauren Padgett
padgettl@seattleu.edu
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Athletics
Ready to dive into season
"Our strength as a group is greater than it has ever been."
Chris Coley, Sophomore, Psychology
Stronger team
depth combined
with a new roster
makes this season
likely for nationals
Jessica Swanson
swanson 1@seattleu. edu
After finishing strong last year,
Seattle University's swim team is
gearing up for a brand new sea-
son. Led by coach Craig Mallery,
the men and women have been
training for weeks in what Mal-
lery calls a "technique-focused,
quality-based training program,"
and they are all set for their first
meet on Oct. 8.
Mallery has been the coach
for both the men's and women's
swim teams for eight years. This
season he has some specific goals
he hopes to accomplish.
"We really want to continue to
fine tune and find the most pro-
ductive balance between success
in the classroom, success in the
pool, as well as in life," Mallery
said. "When there's balance, ev-
ery area is more productive."
Some additional goals for this
season are to qualify more swim-
mers for the nationals (compared
to last year's 16 swimmers), to
have more academic All-Ameri-
cans, and to build a team of
leaders.
"I really view this as a year that
we're going to have a significant
emergence of leadership. I think
everybody on a team has a leader-
ship role," Mallery said.
The season begins Oct. 8 at
Whitworth College. The first
home meet will be on Oct. 14 at
5 p.m. in the Connolly Center.
There are a total of seven home
in the nine year history."
On the men's team, Matthew
Oram returns healthy for his
fourth season after undergoing a
major knee operation last season.
Despite his injury, Oram was
Another notable returnee is
sophomore Chris Coley, who
hopes to win nationals by his
senior year. He is confident that
the increased maturity combined
with the incoming freshman tal-
meets and five away meets this
season.
"I've set up a particularly tough
schedule this year," Mallery said.
"I did that intentionally because
we're trying to be a nationally
premier program. It's our most
challenging dual meet schedule
a part of last year's nationally-
qualifying medley relay team, and
hopes to achieve nationals in the
100 breast stroke this season.
"I am excited to be a part of this
year's team," Oram said. "Our
strength as a group is greater than
it has ever been."
ent gives reason for an exciting
season.
"I am seeing a much bigger
showing at nationalsand a higher
placing at conference," Coley
said. "Our team goal is to be a
premiere division II athletic team,
and put SU on the map as a force
to be reckoned with."
"[Coley] was Ail-American
last year," Mallery said. "He
brings a very powerful force, but
he's also a versatile swimmer in
that I can put him in freestyle or
backstroke and he's going to be
very competitive."
Veteran Dwight Thompson,
who is returning for his third
season, attests the team philoso-
phy for this season is to show
outstanding spirit both in and
outside of the pool.
"Our team spirit is a trademark
of Seattle University swimming,"
Thompson said. "Our spirit rises
out of team bonding and a hard
work ethic shared by all the
swimmers."
On the women's team, Mal-
lery welcomes freshmen Sarah
Shannon and Megan LaVin, and
applauds the return of veteran
Anna Vanha, who was ranked first
in the nation in the 200 butterfly
last year.
"I think the women's team is
a very balanced program," Mal-
lery said. "One of the identifying
pieces of the women's team is that
almost all the athletes are very
diverse in the events that they do.
[They are] a pretty young team, so
I'm excited about their develop-
ment potential."
Overall, the coach is optimistic
about the upcoming season.
"I just want to emphasize that
between the strong returnees
that we have and the incoming
freshman, I think both teams are
looking at the strongest squad to
date," Mallery said.
Sophomore Chris Coley, named GNAC Academic Ail-American last season.
Cross country coach resigns mid-season
Nick Lollini
lollinin@seattleu. edu
After seven years with the program
she helped to create, Paula Montgomery
officially resigned as the head coach of
both the track and cross country teams
on Sept. 30.
According to the press release issued
by the Athletic Department, Montgom-
ery accepted a position within the Se-
attle School District and has plans for
pursuing graduate studies.
Wendy Guthrie, athletic director of
Seattle University, was not aware that
Montgomery was pursuing other op-
portunities.
"People were pretty surprised. I am
surprised with the timing, not with the
actual decision," said Guthrie.
Montgomery leaves the program with
just one meet remaining, the Western
Washington Invitational, before the
GNAC championships which will be
held in Bellingham, Wash., later this
month.
Currently, both the Men's and Wom-
en's teams are ranked in the NCAA
Division II West Region, holding eighth
and fourth place respectively. While
the question of the extent the changes
in the coaching staff will have on the
performance of the teams remains un-
answered, Guthrie said, "Our student
athletes are very resilient, and we have a
great interim coaching staff in place."
According to Guthrie, Seattle Univer-
sity did not make an attempt to persuade
Montgomery to stay with the program.
When a coach informs the athletic
department that they have accepted an-
other position, the department does not
attempt to alter that decision.
"Paula made a good decision for her-
self and for her family," said Guthrie.
Mike Hill, the recently hired assis-
tant coach, and former assistant coach
at Bellevue High School, was named
interim head coach for both the track
and cross country teams.
Hill graduated from the University of
Washington in 2002, where he competed
in distance running for the Division I
track and field team.
The extent to which Hill will alter the
training regiment and make adjustments
to the team may not be immediately
seen. However, the program, which
Montgomery has built from the ground
up over the last few years, will undoubt-
edly feel the effects of its founder's
departure.
The Athletic Department will conduct
a national search in the spring of 2006
for a replacement to Montgomery.
"Right now is not a good time to ad-
vertise," Guthrie said. "We wouldreally
be limiting our pool [of applicants] if
we were to search right now."
Mike Hill has assumed the respon-
sibilities of head coach, and will lead
the teams into the Western Washington
Invitational on Oct. 8, in Bellingham.
"We are extremely grateful for Mike's
willingness to step in the head coach
role mid-season," Guthrie said.
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Upcoming Home Games
Women's Soccer
vs.
Western Washington
Oct. 6 @ 3 p.m.
Soccer Doubleheader
vs.
Seattle Pacific University
Oct. 8
Women's @ 12:00 p.m.
Men's @ 2:00 p.m.
Women's soccer maintains success
shekeiyk@seattleu. edit
Whenevera team has a successful season,
there are always questions ofwhether or not
they can repeat their triumphs the following
For the defending NCAA Division II Far
West Region champion Redhawks, repeti-
tion seems to be on the agenda.
team has made it hard [for op-
ponents] to defend," Woodward
said.
Just about every active player on the Red- 1
hawks' roster has scored a goal or made an 1
assist, but within this well rounded offensive <
attack there are a couple standouts that bring t
heavy arsenals to every match. t
All Far West region junior defenderAna
Gutierrez and All GNAC sophomore mid-
fielder Ashley Porter are scoring threats to 1
many unsuspecting opponents. The two for- i
mer Inglemoor High School teammates work
together with the power and consistency of 1
any good dynamic duo in theworld ofsports, s
Porter has been named GNAC player of the 1
week twice this season on her way to collect-
ing the team highs in goals (7) and assists (7).
Gutierrez, who has also been named GNAC
player of the week this season, has added 5
goals ofher own as well asproviding the team
with a defensive spark.
It is a fair assessment to say that the Red-
hawks' performance so far this season leaves
much to be proud of, and will most likely lead
to a promising end. But success also brings its
fair share ofdisappointments. Dropping three
offourmatches in mid-September, including
the heartbreaking 2-1 overtime loss to confer-
ence rival Central Washington, left the team
with a sour taste in their mouths.
"We went through a slump fora bit," junior
forward Cassy Smith said. "We justhave to
go after it and stay positive."
The loss to Central Washington proved to
be the Redhawks' first loss to the Wildcats
since 1995 and their first home loss since
Nov. 8, 2003.
One of the possible contributing agents to
the Redhawks' momentary lapse has to do
with the abundance ofyouth on the team.
"We have a young team," Porter said. "Our
inexperience and breakdowns have made us
stronger."
On a team that features 10 freshmen, play-
ers are continually learning from their mis-
takes to further improve theirperformance.
Defender Madison Collins and
goalkeeper Ashley Angerer seem
to be making the most noise out of
the freshmen. Both have stepped up
to therole ofeveryday players on a
team that takes pride in its adhesive-
like defense.
"We have a really solid defense,"
Woodward said. "Solid back line,
three-backs, and goalkeepers."
With all negativity aside, the
Redhawks have much to be proud
of. Ever since the Central Washing-
ton game, the Redhawkshave been
out to prove a point.
"After our loss to Central, people
were not expecting much from
us," Smith said. "But I have a feel-
ing that we're going to turn some
Turning heads is exactly what
the Redhawks have done. A three
game winning streak has led the
Redhawks to destroy opponents 12-
1, including the Sept. 24 6-0 beating given to
Northwest Nazarene.
The Redhawks have a very optimistic out-
look on the second half of the season.
"The second half of our schedule is all
conference games, they are all important,"
Woodward said. "We need to keep our focus
and play a full 90 minutes."
The Redhawks hope to extend their win-
ning streak and highly productive offense
as they prepare to host GNAC adversaries
Western Washington on Oct. & and Seattle
Pacific on Oct. B'.
Freshman Madison Collins in the match against
Northwest Nazarene, which Seattle won 6-0.
Disappointment once again for Mariners
Kevin Curley
curleyk@seattleu, edu
The Mariners didn't end with
the worst record in the league, but
they were close.
Most fans are thanking God
that the season is over and pray-
ing that next year's spring training
will bring better games to Safeco
Field. That's right, spring training,
the time of year when hardcore
fans from Seattle can head down
to Peoria, Ariz, to check out the
new and the old. Just think: as of
Wednesday night, there were only
131 days left until opening day.
However, for most fans it still isn't
close enough.
Even though last year's record
was worse with almost 100 losses,
this year was supposed tobe differ-
ent; itwas supposed to be the year
that everything turned around.
Preseason news focused on
the addition of Adrian Beltre
and Richie Sexson to the line-
up. While the signing of Beltre
couldn't be argued, the $50 mil-
lion thrown at Sexson was seen
as a waste ofmoney. While Beltre
was figured as the guaranteed
player, it was Sexson who ended
up on top.
Most fans will agree that if
it weren't for Sexson, the team
would most certainly have lost
more than 100 games. Sexson
finished the season as sixth in the
American League in homers (39)
and RBIs (121), fourth in walks
(89) and seventh in slugging per-
centage (.543). He led the team
with 21 homers while at home.
In comparisonto last year, Beltre
had a horrible season offensively.
With two extra at-bat appearances
from 2004 to 2005, Beltre went
down in every statistical category
except the number of doubles he
hit - 32 in 2004 and 36 in 2005.
His strikeouts were up, his home
runs were downby 50 percent, his
hits were down by more than 40
andhis batting average was down
almost 50 points. Even though his
offense was quickly forgotten, his
defensive play got him through
the season.
But some still wonder if the
aquisition of these players was
vital.Anyone who follows Seattle
sports would agree that oursports
owners don't make the best sign-
ing and trading choices. We often
send players off, and right away
they put up big numbers for their
new team. In return we pick up a
few minor league "sure things"
and hope they'll pay off after a
year down in Tacoma. Nothing
seems to work out; most of those
"sure things" stay in Tacoma or
eventually get traded.
Despite the negative focus on
the outcome of the season, there
slugging average of .436 tied that
of designated hitter Raul Ibanez
and his .303 batting average was
second behind Ibanez's .396,
Ichiro made 60 more plate appear-
ances than his teammate.
But it isn't fair to put all the
blame on the offense when the
pitching has gone unmentioned.
Outof the 20 pitchers on the Mari-
nerroster, nonehad an ERA ofless
than2.45. Granted, it is the Ameri-
can League and pitching doesn't
seem to be our strong point, but it
is always nice to have a few good
pitchers thrown in the bunch.
The sad part about the Mariners
isn't just their awful season, but
thattheir bestpitcher this year, Ja-
mieMoyer, is also one ofthe oldest
players in the league. Moyer, who
Although he posted a 6.11 ERA
on the road, his 2.95 ERA athome
was one of the team's best.
To cap off the team, pitcher
Eddie Guardado saved the day
and also 36 games. Compared
to last year, Guardado has made
some extraordinary leaps in his
pitching game.
In 2004 Guardado only had 18
saves in 45 pitched innings. This
year he pitched in 11 more games,
reducing, on average, the number
of earned runs, hits, strike outs,
homeruns and walks.
While Mariner's coach Mike
Holmgren is staying optimistic
andenthusiastic about next year's
results, it could be said that they
can't get any worse. The great
thing about being at the bottom is
that you can only go up, but they
would still be in last place.
Defense
key to
Seahawks'
success
Nick Shekeryk
shekeryk@seattlen. edu
The Seattle Seahawks are beginning the
season on a positive note. Now the art of
maintaining composurethroughout the sea-
son is the only aspect left to be mastered.
The Seahawks seem to specialize in
breaking the hearts of many die-hard fans
every season with their"oh, so close, maybe
next year" type happenings on the field.
TheSeahawks are lookingpromising so far
thisseason andseemfit to break themold of
the disappointing history of the team.
The Seahawks are 2-1 this season, which
includes a 21-18 upset victory over the
heavily-favored Atlanta Falcons. The of-
fensive production has been strong thanks
to consistent performances from players
such as quarterback Matt Hasselbeck,
running-back Shaun Alexander, and wide
receiver Darrell Jackson. As the team's
franchise player, Alexander is proving his
worth by delivering big plays at a rapid
pace, including a 140-yardfour-touchdown
performance in last Sunday's victory over
the habitual division cellar-dwelling Ari-
zona Cardinals.
Hasselbeck has gained an uncanny
amount ofconfidenceand trust inhisreceiv-
ers to the point wherehe can safely throw
the ball anywhere, knowing that something
good will happen. The receiving targets
that consist of Jackson, receiver Bobby
Engram andtightend JerramyStevens have
stepped up their game immensely this sea-
son, making the Seahawks an actual aerial
threat. The biggest surprise on the offense
has been Jackson, who has overcome his
previous pass-dropping dilemmas to catch
22 passes this season. Due to being sacked
less often and having ample amount of
time to find his receivers, Hasselbeck gives
credit toa very tight-knit group ofveterans
known as the offensive line. The offensive
line is believed to be the main reason the
Seahawks have the second-highest ranked
offense in the NFL this season.
Under seventh-year coach Mike Hol-
mgren, the main cause of the Seahawks'
anxiety has always beentheirunreliable de-
fensive play. The Seahawks' weak defense
has lead them to lose many fourth quarter
leads to undeserving opponents, which is
part of the reason why their defense was
ranked twenty-sixth last season.
In perhaps an attempt to forget about
the past, the relatively new and extremely
young defense is slowly working to build
themselves into a serious and reliable unit.
The defense has played well so far despite
setbacks, including defensive coordinator
Ray Rhode's stroke, which he suffered
prior to the first week, and the preseason
release of star linebacker Chad Brown.
Rookie linebacker Leßoy Hill and new-
comer cornerback Andre Dyson have fit
in well to a Seahawks defense scheme that
has allowed them to keep points allowed
to a minimum.
A solid offense and an improving defense
might just be what the Seahawks need for
the team's first three-peat into the NFC
play offs. If they plan to make it past the
first round for their first time since 1984,
then their defense must continue to remain
strong.
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Art Walk makes First Thursday the new Friday
Peter Ruger
rugerp@seattleu. edu
Everyone knows Thursday nights in Seattleare
a smorgasbord of possibilities. Whether you're
watching the new episode ofThe OC at a dorm
party, catching up on homework or waiting for
the weekend, Thursday nights are happening.
Well, Thursday may not be the new Friday,
but with First Thursdays in Seattle, it's a pretty
tough beat.
First Thursdays are all about what Seattleites
keenly refer to as "Art Walk," where many make
the pilgrimage down to Pioneer Square to see
fantastically fresh art in the galleries.
Art Walk is the time galleries located around
Pioneer Square and the surrounding area—in-
cluding Gallery 110, Stonington Gallery,and the
SeattleArt Museums-open their doors to allow
the public to view their current exhibits. With
the large audience, many of the galleries use the
opportunity to celebrate and unveil their new
displays with many serving free refreshments
and hors d'ouevres to their guests.
During this time, cafes in the Pioneer Square
area stay open later to take part inFirst Thursdays
and local craft makers set up a mini street fair in
Occidental Park.
Nancy Davenport, a director at the Stonington
Gallery, is very enthusiastic about Art Walk and
said that it is nice because it allows those who
work during theday a chanceto get out to the gal-
leries, whichare generallyopen Monday through
Friday until 5:30 p.m.
While art viewing is obviously the main focus
oftheevent, Molly Norris Curtis, director ofGal-
lery 110, is quick to point out that for many, Art
Walk is a great social event as well.
"It's a bash, really. It's a giant cocktail party
outside," said Curtis. "You see people you know
and you network. [Art Walk] is about being part
ofa community."
The director of Foster/White Gallery, Phen
Huang, agreed that the event holds a very strong
social aspect, "It's a good opportunity to get to-
gether," said Huang. "It's fun. It's a celebration.
It's a cultural event that is for all ages."
ArtWalk's other purpose is to introduce emerg-
ing artists to the public as well as expose people
to forms of art they would not normally see.
According toDavenport, this is especially useful
for galleries like Stonington that only feature a
particular themeof art.
This means their normal audience consists of
people whoseek out that theme, whileArt Walk
bringspeople who have perhaps never even been
to a gallery.
"In Pioneer Square you get a nice varietyofart
from West Coast to African to modern. People
can find what they want, as their taste will be
somewhere in this realm," said Davenport.
Seattle University graduate Greg Boudreau,
2005, hada couple ofpieces displayed inArtWalk
last year. He agrees thatArtWalk is good exposure
for artists, but thinks that it is a differentkind of
exposure than whatartists really need.
"A lot of the people who go down are not
the target market of the gallery. It's more of a
community thing than a commercial venture,"
said Boudreau. "[Art Walk is] good exposure
because you are meeting a lot of new people,
but it's exposure in whatsense? Is it exposure of
people who want to talk to you, or is it exposure
for people who want to buy your art?"
It is true, Art Walk is not an event for selling
pieces.
Above all else, Art Walk is a Seattle tradition
that has been running for 22 years.
"It's a very significant event," said Huang.
"People across North America have mimicked
the project and we are definitely a model other
cities look to when they are forming their 'Art
Walks'."
Davenport adds, "A lot of people know about
First Thursday, and all of Seattle turns out for it.
It's a time to experience the art, talk about it and
get excited about it. People are coming together
around art, and enjoying an evening around art
rather than sitting in front of the TV. That is
pretty rare."
See Orbitfor details
Kyle Smith
Alumnus Greg Boudreau
with one of his art pieces
The Stonington Gallery in Pioneer Square welcomes Art Walkers
Hometown Brothers bring in a musical frenzy
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu.edu
In what is shaping up to be the
most eclectic tour of the fall, the
Blood Brothers and Coheed and
Cambria have a lot to deliver when
they play Seattle this month.
Despite contrasting musical
styles, Seattle's own Blood Broth-
ers provide direct support for
Coheed and Cambria on this US
tour.
Their latest studioalbum Crimes
(V2, 2004) is much softer than
their 2003 release Burn, Piano Is-
land, Burn (Artist Direct, 2003).
And ask anyone who has seen
the Blood Brothers live-their
performances are very loud, very
wild, and a lot of fun.
However, the slightly more
calm approach was really what the
Brothers had in mind for Crimes.
"When we were playing tours off
ofBurn [Piano Island, Burn], our
sets consisted of half songs from
previous records [and] half songs
from Burn, just because old songs
were shorter and more fun to play,"
said JohnnyWhitney, vocalist/key-
boards for the Blood
Brothers.
"So when we were
trying to write Crimes,
that was one of the
things we wanted to do,
to sort of revert back to a similar
mentality to our early records. We
just tried to give [the new songs]
Although they are not touring to
promote Crimes, this show is sure
to feature a good range of music
from their collection.
But what the crowd will look
like is anyone's guess. Coheed
and Cambria'spop hooks do not
always attract the same pack as
the Blood Brothers' assaulting
dual vocals and mashing key-
boards, nor do they cater to the
art-rock elitists who gravitate
towards openers Dredg. But this
much is certain: the music will be
loud, the crowds intense, and the
experience memorable.
Coheed's newest album, Good
Apollo, I'm Burning Star IV, Vol-
ume One: From Fear Through The
Eyes Of Madness (Equal Vision,
2005), better known as IV, rings
true with catchy pop hooks and
shrieking vocals.
Though the New Jersey band
has departed from the heavier,
science-fiction style presented
on their debut album, The Second
Stage Turbine Blade (Equal Vi-
sion, 2000), their sound is anything
but unoriginal.
Claudio Sanchez, vocalist/gui-
tarist, has continued on this album
with his linear story that ties di-
rectly into a self-produced comic
series and makes each album a
"concept album".
Though listeners might have
a hard time deducing exactly
what this story is, the time and
creativity Sanchez puts into his
music is a sign of his dedication
to the art.
The Blood Brothersplay with
Coheed and Cambria
See Orbitfor details
Seattle's own rock quintet, the Blood Brothers
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Zadie Smith brings culture
and reads at Neumo's
Lily Ko
kol@seattleu. edit
Zadie Smith has everything
going for her—she's a young and
successful prize-winning novel-
ist, has a strong multi-cultural
background, a vocabulary that
will knock you off your feet, and
an ardent female voice that comes
out in a fabulous British accent.
And she's ending her west
coast signing tour in Seattle for a
free reading and signing.
Her acclaimed first novel,
White Teeth (2000), is full of
vivacious language that shows
keen skill and is.packed with
just the right amount of drama
and detail.
White Teeth exploded as a book
and continues to attract all types
ofreaders.
Since then, she's followed up
with two more novels TheAuto-
graph Man (2002), and her latest
print, On Beauty (2005).
Aside from these works her
short stories have been published
in several anthologies.
Smith is currently a Radcliffe
Fellow at Harvard University
and is working on a non-fiction
book about writing styles titled
Fail Better.
Zadie Smith toread this
week
See Orbitfor details
Gourmet Girl's Dish:
Ramen, the
most versatile
noodle
There's nothing like writing a tuition
check to convince you that yes, a feast
can be had with 10 cents, hot water and
three minutes. We have the great Mr.
Momofuku Ando, founder of the Nissin
Ramen, to thank for the American ramen
revolution. Nissin introduced the first
instant ramen in 1958—surely they hadno
idea it wouldbecome such a driving force
behind higher education.
Ando invented instant ramen in an at-
tempt to reproduce the egg-noodle soup
sold throughout Japan at specialized
shops, as common as McDonald's. The
original, "Chicken Ramen," was intended
to help feed the masses during food short-
ages following WWII and sold beyond
any expectations. Today, nearly 1,000
brands oframen exist, making the annual
ramen market $10 billion, much ofwhich
is due to college students nationwide.
Oddly enough, Ando's ramen was first
considered to be a luxury item as Japanese
grocery stores sold fresh Japanese noodles
at one-sixth the cost of original instant
ramen. Today, a package of ramen aver-
ages 12.5 cents, making a "ramen kit" a
perfectly acceptable meal for those on a
budget.
Despite its unbeatable price, the likely
link between ramen and the "freshman
fifteen" cannot be denied. Most ramen
packages contain nearly 100% of your
recommended sodium intake, as well as
almost 40% daily saturated fat.
There's nutritional hope, however.
Fresh, frozen or canned vegetables,
shrimp, chicken and tofu are cheap and
easy additions to your boiling pot of
noodles to improve theirnutritional value.
Address your sodium concerns by using
only half the seasoning package.
In addition, many of theKorean brands
oframen are baked or freeze dried, reduc-
ing the fat content. For the price ofabout
100 packages oframen, you can invest in
the book "101 Things To Do With Ramen
Noodles," by Toni Patrick (Gibbs Smith,
$9.95). This is art of Ramen as we know
Kate Opatz
opatzk@seattleu. edit
it. Ramen Lasagna and Ramen Pizza are
among the best.
Even at the Capitol Hill QFCs, the
selection of ramen brands and flavors
can be overwhelming—sure, there's al-
ways chicken. And it doesn't stop at just
chicken—there's creamy chicken, teriyaki
chicken, chicken mushroom, Cajunchick-
en, chicken vegetable, and more. You
will find 10-for-a-dollarAmerican-made
brands such as Nissin and Maruchan next
to Korean noodle bowls, such as Nong
Shim, for $1.49. There are noodle cups,
noodle bowls, and noodle soups.
It's true, each type ofchicken-flavored
ramen is unique. Picante has some kick,
while creamy is truly creamy. The "best"
option? Well, you get to pick at least ten
for your dollar, so be daring.
Want to learn more? There's even a Ra-
men Museum in Tokyo, Japan, complete
with nine ramen restaurants, original ra-
men-eating utensils, and a themepark.
For now, for a meal on the go or on a
budget, try a fabulous ramen creation.And
don't forget to end your ramen meal with
a ramen dessert.
Caramel Ramen on a Stick
What you need:
- 1 pack Ramen noodles, any flavor
- 1 cup caramel
- chopped nuts
What you do:
-Boil one package of ramen until
tender.
-Meanwhile, melt caramel until soft.
-Twirl the noodles around a popsicle
stick and coat with the caramel.
-Roll caramel noodles in chopped
nuts.
-Allow to cool.
-Enjoy!
(Recipe taken from "Official Ramen
Homepage," www.mattfischer.com)
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On and off campus events that'll make your week spin.
Thursday, 10/06 Tuesday, 10/11
"The Silent Killer: the unfinished Seattle Opera Lecture Series
campaign against hunger" SU WyckoffAuditorium
Meet the directors 7 v m-9 vmFilm screening pfee '
F '
Panel discussion
SUPigott Auditorium
i?f 6pm Wednesday, 10/12
African Drumming w/
Fear Before the March of Flames Ibrahima Camara
w/ Bear vs. Shark, Since By Man, SU Hunthausen Building
Fall of Troy Free
El Corazon (109 E. Eastlake)
Doors 7 vmlShowB p.m. Coheed and Cambria, Blood
$
au
Mv 'iW Dr,s^lcketswest Brothers w/ Mewithoutyou,All-ages, Bar wIID Dredg
Butch Walker, Cary Brothers w/ Showbox (Ist & Pike)
Imogen Heap, Patrick Park, Jim P- m - .„ -,
Bianco $20 Adv / $ 22> Ticketsivest
Chop Suey (1325 E Madison) All-ages, Bar wl ID
Doors 8 p.m.
$13 Adv, Ticketswest The Killers w/ British Sea
21+ Power
Key Arena (305 N. Harrison)
5?IM - nynni.A » 7:30 p.m.-10:30 p.m.Premier (1700 Ist Ave) $27.50-$33.75, Ticketmaster
Utfickeiswest M-^es
All-ages
Heavenly States w/ Bre, The Purrs Ongoing events...
Crocodile Cafe (2200 2nd Ave) Don Quixote$7 Center House Theatre
21+ (305 Harrison St)
— . . jtf\if\-r 10/6-8Friday, 10/07 7:30 p.m.-w p.m.
Zadie Smith w/ Amos Latteier, 20/8-9
The Dead Science 2v m -4-30 v mNeumo's (925 E. Pike) $25-$3ODoors 7 p.m./Reading 8 p.m.
Fr6e The King Stag
Visqueen w/ Mon Frere, Lonely H Seattle Repertory Tlieatre
Vera Project (2219 2nd Ave) (155 Mercer St)
7:30 p.m. 10/6-11 ■$81 $7 wl Club Card 7:30 p.m.-10 p.m.
All-ages 10/8-9
Saturday. 10/08 tw-u?0^Bistro Saturdays w/ Ben Sellon
SU Hawk's Nest Bistro B Lavery's Frozen9p.m,1l p.m. Empty Space theatre
(3509 Freemont Ave N)
Book Fair 2005 10/6-23
Exhibition Hall (305 Harrison St) www.emptyspace.org
10a.m.-6 p.m.
The Grapes of Wrath
NW Bead Society Annual Bazaar Intiman Theatre
Fisher Pavilion (301 Harrison St) (SO5 Harrison St)
10a.m.-sp.m. 10/7-11113
Visqueen w/The Cops, Tennis Pro Bfh A nrniai t nra i cip^tina*Crocodile Cafe (2200 2nd Ave) FilmFe^trval
2i+ NW Film Forum
(1515 12th Ave)
Sunday. 10/09 10/7-12
Gratitude (Jonah from Oneline- www.nwfilmforum.org
drawling) w/ Big City Rock
Crocodile Cafe (2100 2nd Ave)
$10 Upcoming events...
21+ 10/26 S
d it- iraic Foo Fighters, WeezerBook Fair 2005 .„/ u_f rr_■ rjont
Exhibition Hall (305 Harrison St) f Ho J Hot Hmt
lla.rn.-Ap.rn. AJmaLr Ticketmaster
NW Bead Society Annual Bazaar -»«#<%-,
Fisher Pavilion (301 Harrison St) 10/27
10a.m.-5 p.m. Decemberists wl Cass McCombs
..
*#***.! Showbox
Monday, 10/10 Ticketswest
Thrice, Underoath
w/The Bled, Veda 10/29
Showbox (Ist & Pike) Crystal Method wl guests6p.m. door/7 p.m. show/11 p.m. cut Qrahainks Fr Center$16.50 Adv I $19 Drs, Ticketswest YiTZflfAll-ages, Bar wl ID Ticketmaster
The Low Down
by DJ Weidner
Recently, I was considering the numbness
I felt in my ba-donk-a-donk while listening
to the Pro's and Con's of Platonic Justice
as explored in The Republic.
I thought to myself, "Self, 1 wonder who
purchases these chairs? Who decides
what should support my fine backside?
I wonder if this person or persons knew
that I needed a chair that reclined slightly
to avoid falling asleep, zoning out, or
wondering if the girl next to me has a
boyfriend?"
Seriously though, who came up with the
genius idea of having chairs that slightly
reclined? I would like to shake her or his
hand then offer to give them my first born
child.
It is almost as if a college student who
had experienced a two hour lecture knew
that you slide further and further down into
your chair until your neck is resting on the
back of the seat and your unintentionally
playing footsy with
the person in front of you.
Having the reclining capability prevents
this problem. Well, I discovered the answer
to this question finding that my initial
hypothesis was correct. Every year ASSU
gathers information through the 5.0.5.,
which stands for State of Students, and its
purpose is to evaluate the needs and wants
of the Student body.
In turn,ASSU is the group that has
influence over furniture in the classrooms,
subsidized bus passes, newspapers in C-
Street and other places on campus, possibly
using our campus cards at businesses
around campus and pushing for the
development ofnew residence halls and
renovations.
It is ironic that ASSU uses this acronym
because it gives a sense ofurgency to the
needs of the Student Body. I don't know
who purchased the reclining chairs, but I
do know that as a result of the last S.O.S,
ASSU is working on a number of projects
which make me smile and squirm in
anticipation of their coming to fruition.
So bring your green hat, go running
through the quad and pay attention when
ASSU asks for your opinion.
These people want to change things for
you and are working hard to do so. In the
mean time, I need to check sparknotes
because I just missed the explanation of
Book V, something about guardians and
selective breeding.
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battle of the and Duadstock
. Sweet ASSU .
Announcements
# October lOth - #
S.U. marksmanship Club BBS in Front
of Bellermine Hall: Uoin the members of
the fllarhsmanship club for an afternoon at
the shooting range, fill firearms,ammunition,
safty equipment and transportation ujill be
provided.
# October 13h-ClubFain •
# Find outhouj you can get involved #
around campus.
I SWEET SEAC
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Tonight
7:30 in the Bistro: Wet Hot American Summer
Late Night: Capture the Hag
October 7th-Meet in front of the Hearth in the
Student Center @ 9 P.M.
Questions or Comments Contact
SEAC@seattleul.edu
ALL questions, oy to\A.ztY\A.& be mode at Ext. &050 oy oy by Logging ovJco the Assw. website
NEAR SEATTLE UNIV.
/finZl fIFY\ 71412th Ave. QIIAI *YJ (206) 322*7103 wwsa
\ fVIW/ FAX (206) 322-7108 "'" *
ww.qcopy.net .. jp. -Mobile* a cmgu ar
1000 Nationwide Double Your Minutes
71 WHENEVER Minutes Unlimited Nationwide(206) o£t&m I ±U«J 39.99 w/ Free Cool Phone E*E*w^dMobile to Mobile
r, .n. ■ c **i i (1 year activation) „f£ 59.99 wfFrsa PhoneBest Price in Seattle ! JT o year actuation)
Color copies .28 cents* $r$ is
Fax services .47cents* por
axjv Other business services provided: ANY FO' Jai ■Al>l * • Cingular authorized dealer * y^.
• FEDEX authorized shipping center JH nae the tight
t*T I High Speed Internet
1 Digital TV
•BsBiS: *Call us for the details or visit our website Free Phone w/ Activation^!
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Classifieds
100. For Sale ...The Benaroya Research
200. Help Wanted
.
Institute is seeking an individual
300. Volunteers to assist with the overall operation
400. Services of the Flow and Image Cytometry
500. For Rent Core Laboratory. Duties include
600. Misc. but are not iimited tO . preparation
200 °f sheath solutions, run FACS
and analyze samples, perform
CHILDCARE: Two friendly
~ ■ ramonthly maintenance or flow
families—one with 2 boys, ages
cytometers and microscopes.
9 & 11; one with a girl, age
~ ~
„Requires at least 2 years of
7—seek sitter for occasional
, ,
.
,
.
,undergraduate courses in biology
dates: weekday evenings, , , •
<-. \
and chemistry. Submit resumes
weekend days and/or evenings. .
,
„. .
to: jobs@benaroyaresearch.org
Do you like kids, fun, & active _ _ , , • ,™,Benaroya Research Institute 1201
imaginations? Looking for person ... it . . ,„.„„,„,5 s h Ninth Avenue; Seattle, WA 98101
with experience & maturity,
, ,
___
www.benaroyaresearch.org EEO-
who enjoys kids. Must have own
transportation & good references. !
Attractive pay. Madrona Activism
neighborhood. Please call 323- Jobs for the Environment
6128 $300-$5OO/Week
*Defend Washington's
AFTER SCHOOL CHILD Waterways!
CARE: 3 afternoons/ week. 6 *Preserve the Arctic!
and 9 year old boys, Capitol * Work with Great People!
Hill. Non-smoking, experience, w; tn WashPIRG and Sierra
excellent references, driving club on campaigns to protect the
record. Reliable car required. Arctic NationalWildlife Refuge
Salary negotiable. Email resume: and c iean up Washington's water!
lennall@comcast.net Career opportunities and benefits
Lab Aide (part time 10 hr/week)... available. University District,
Seattle. Call Simon 206.568.2855
*
&%**& Travel and Teach English! I
**I=arn a TESOL Certificate
• Bw CmJfc. frcro Smf.Bm 'it-Htnltf
• Ch»an irmr< *n?»/ to htotbir'i Pt<i»wt™ jy J
• 4-WMk OT-o-MKSd InbmlnCsim opfcn \ *4S^^'l
School of Teaching ESL
ijklc:;f itilfcri vttt SHtthIMvnfty Gslaga cJMixkhVJ
S*2o Sten* Am ti-, Swrfilt, WA Mlo3
*»r** Intermediate French Class
•** tmjirowe your fluency and asrrfidsncei
• Mondays and WfJ&wsdafs • BoCrosS ■ * *f| '
. S:M am-i2:(ie pm
" AdutaOnJy jy
• $300. tedudes. materiaS J^j^^l
• Inaftrutfix: CftrtSHrwKnorr BiflflT^l?
H.A. In French and E£L ■
School of TeadNM
itt c*a?mtxila-> &*It. Ui-hw*fey ckiugu dtlij.e**e*o
*«!D Slc«w Am N., SMttfci, WA 4*103
J06,76iJ86#7 j I STEStinto»M<ff!Uii^Alu
Marketplace
I * I Advertise in the
HELP STOP THE GENOCIDE 1 SnPCtatftr*
1 I Please send informa-I [_/ 3 TT U T kai ACT I on anc* Questions toI octobier 6 2005 A\ O ' § adinfodbseattleu. edu
1 1 Phone: 206.296.6474
I I Fax: 206.296.6477
1 LEAKN...IJNITE...PLEDGE...SAYE THE WOULD. §
S | You can also find our rates
I www.darfurfast.org 1 and publication dates online
www.Spectator-online.com
I II
Not Ready for l-SAT 6MAT (§ll6 MCAT DAT
the LSAT? Saturday, Oct 15th
Im Steven Klein, LSAT spe- <**■«« m m -— " i r» _*_-*
cialist. Fourteen years and iM uw & Seattte Kaplan Center)
3000 students later, I don't *»™-* „.,. »,w
think anyone knows more GRE & DAT: 9:Qoam, GMAT: St3osW»
about this test, or how to teach OAT: 11:GQarn, LSAT: 11:3Dam
it, than I do. That's why I still MCAT: f : QGprni, PCAT: I:3opm
teach my own classes. I hats
why you should call me.
36
y Tc.r um" ™or *feft *» ortfn* today t* «g?steri
weekly help sessions and five .^^nHim^^,
mock exams for the reasonable fekk
,
__
_, „
_ _
__.__
price of $895, M 'MM il ■ ■ }Wl l-SGO-KAPTEST
I can answer any LSAT ques- lif.U T.l i I P kantoct rflmtion - let me prove it. Call now "«I'W«'W«"
for a free seminar: IB^^
524-4915 Test Prep and Adtnfsislwt*
B'iI :P>I|:: ll 1 f 1 II jpt i/| f i:. I 1..* '|K:P b : WW m !>■■«> HH; UK IkW m m » jfc~: "^^ii^
1 'iTiIWIHTTHriiI f ITjJ i 1 i »7iL^Hlii ILLUJ jiftVl i(iff ji'fl4
A# ferny ROIC to twri«s <scfeedule! Far rows «famaban contact MAJ €lllwi|' at H6-2W-8433 or wtsil «r wtfepage il
Campus
Voice
Photos and Interviews by Amy Daybert
"It put a new focus on poverty. It did
bring up racial issues that have never
really gone away. Everyone thinks
these issues go away but when it
comes down to it everybody watched
TV and everybody knows now that
these issues are still around."
Steve Medina
Freshman, Mathematics"The hurricane has provided
a way to shed light on what
has been ignored. It has given
people a way to voice these
struggles so that hopefully
they won't go on."
Devin Seman
Junior, Liberal Studies, Spanish
"I think people are reluctant to
recognize the race and class
struggles in America today. I
can't say that Hurricane Katrina
has made a huge difference.
Judging by the amount of people
who voted for President Bush,
people can see that there's in-
equality and racial injustice and
still go along as if there isn't a
problem."
Andrea Redmond
Junior, Creative Writing
Two panelists at last week's forum on 'Understanding
Hurricane Katrina and its Aftermath' were quoted as
saying that New Orleans is 'color-coded' and that in the
United States there is 'concentrated poverty' as well as
'savage inequalities.'
Do you think that Hurricane Katrina has affected the
race and class struggles in the country today?
"As if the Civil War, the Civil Rights Movement
and what currently happens everywhere else
in the world with marginalized peoples wasn't
enough, Hurricane Katrina is just a little bit
more. These issues will still be there in the
next disaster."
Ivan Cuevas
Sophomore, Philosophy
"The hurricane brought these problems to
light even though they've never gone away.
It's no coincidence that poor people weren't
able to get out."
Angela Ortez
Sophomore, Political Science
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